
BUSINESS PLAN CANVAS EXPLAINED MEANING

The Business Model Canvas (BMC) is a strategic management tool to Customer Relationships is defined as how a
business interacts with its customers .

If you have an existing business, this will be self-evident. Will you have a monthly subscription fee? Physical
resources may include assets such as business equipment. See Note this section for more structure on this.
Partner channels could include a multitude of options, from using a wholesaler to working with affiliates to
sell your products or even using Google Adsense. Step 3 of 10 : Channels Channels includes entities you use
to communicate your proposition to your segments, as well as entities through which you sell product and later
service customers see AIDAOR journey below. A revenue stream is the methodology a company follows to
get its customer segments to buy its product or service. Output: a list of important Channels, linked to
Personas or Segments if they differ substantially. How are you reaching them now? The value propositions
can either be quantitative price, efficiency or qualitative customer experience. BMC is a great tool that offers
focus, flexibility, and transparency. You can decide what relationship you want to have with your customers.
Cost Structure What are the most important cost drivers in your business model? Key activities By having a
good knowledge of the core activities of a company, a good understanding of the value proposition of the
organization will be obtained. Probably the most key thing here is that I set it up so you edit the list of Canvas
items Segments, Relationships, etc. Key Resources These are the assets of the organization fundamental to
how it provides value to its customers. For example, how many customers does an organization need on an
annual basis to generate a profit? Congratulations on making it halfway! Grow: How do you get our customers
to spend more? You can subsequently test the Customer Relationship models. An example of this would be
Amazon. Revenue streams In addition to the cost structure, the revenue streams will provide a clear insight
into the revenue model of an organization. A company's DOC. The focus should not be to limit yourself to the
current business model but continuously improve it too.


